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A Learning Management System [LMS] is basically an application that creates an
atmosphere where teaching and learning becomes as easy as just a click of a button.
An LMS is expected to create, deliver and manage educational contents, but have
you ever thought its reach can go far beyond our imagination? That’s exactly what
we achieved.

Gone were the days when Edusprint was just a tool to feed lecture details, this year
we not only made it a medium for students entering the institution, but also
partnered students on their successful exit from the institution as well.

Edusprint was used this year for a fair and transparent admission process with
more security and level of approvals. It was also used for assigning worksheets
with more customizations, creating meaningful and detailed lesson plans, e-campus
updation with upcoming events, timetable modules, alerts/reminders, feedback,
administration accounts work and conducting proctored examinations which was
much better in terms of its simplicity and user-friendly interface.

Since the academic year was challenging, all possible efforts were taken to keeps
things going with same enthusiasm as conducted offline.

Online training programmes were conducted for students appearing first time for
any online examination and staff members were trained to develop effective
Lesson Plan.

Students Training Link:
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GKVGlJoPmxCvdwAMku2fbI3ceLdFvtvu/view?
usp=sharing)

Staff Training Link:
(https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pmb8uj8z0O_MWh6xC36xxFvcYC8lYDr6/view?
usp=sharing)

In coming years activation of HR Module and Result Module will be our top most
priority. The Dynamic Edusprint Team providing assistance with no barrier of time
is one of the reasons for Edusprint slowly and gradually taking the position of
Management Information System. We applaud the unconditional support ofIQAC
&and In-charge Principal Mrs. Gracy D’Souza. Constant support of MICM is
appreciable.
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The pandemic no doubt changed everything forever, but we changed for the good
and that’s the true meaning of “AAPDA KO AVSAR MEIN BADALNA”.

“Online learning is not the next big thing; it is the new big thing.”

Shahid Qureshi
Convenor


